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NET ZERO IS NOT ENOUGH

In July 2019, we declared a climate emergency.
We pledged to reach net zero for carbon emissions
by 2021 – but we know that’s not enough.
We want to be a climate positive business.

WHY NOW?

Our world stands on the brink of a climate
disaster unless we all do more to change
the way we live and work. There is no more
important issue and we are making it our
business to drive action in every way we can.

BECOMING A CLIMATE POSITIVE BUSINESS

Being climate positive means
becoming net zero across all the
areas we can directly control and
reaching beyond our boundaries
to inspire wider action.

We want the total impact of our
direct and indirect actions to
be positive for the environment
and to remove damaging
emissions from the atmosphere.

WHY US?

We will use our behaviour change expertise,
leverage as purchasers, strength as a UK B Corp,
and ideas and encouragement as a pioneering
organisation to cut carbon emissions.
Our Climate Positive Plan is built around our
understanding of how to appeal to both the
head and heart of our employees, suppliers,
clients and wider community, and inspire them
to act – quickly.

We turn social change
ambitions into reality
and want to lead the
way on climate action.

A THREEPART PLAN

OUR CLIMATE POSITIVE PLAN

We have carefully considered the GHG Protocols for Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions and explored
how we can best accelerate change as a social change communications consultancy.
Our three-part plan focuses on ourselves, our clients and our community. Each of these include
specific areas that we must address to become climate positive. Some we can directly control
and others we can influence.
We will:
•	Accelerate the process of reducing our own carbon emissions and by March 2022,
all our suppliers will be committed to achieving net zero
•	Inspire and support our clients to tackle the climate emergency and by April 2023,
all our clients will have publicly committed to cut their carbon emissions
•	Drive action with our team, our partners and others around us – learning and sharing,
talking and debating, campaigning and celebrating together

OUR CLIMATE POSITIVE PLAN

OUR LEVEL
OF INFLUENCE

KEY AREAS

DIRECT ACTION

INSPIRATION

Carbon emissions we can directly control
through purchasing decisions and
changes to operation and behaviour

Carbon emissions we can seek to influence
through awareness, education, inspiration
and creation of a movement for change

Our office
• Energy
• Waste
• Supplies (e.g. food, paper, furniture)

Our team
• How they travel to work
• Their lifestyle choices

Business travel
Services
• What we do
• Who we work with
Finances
• Our bank
• Our investments

Our clients
•	Their action to achieving
net zero and beyond
Our community
• Where we work
• B Corps across the world
• The communications industry

WHERE WE ARE

Science-based targets

Reporting and transparency

Reduce & Reuse

•	Electricity – we use 100% renewable
energy which is measured and offset

• ISO14001 since 2010

•	Waste – we recycle and minimise
our waste, measuring and offsetting
everything that leaves our office

•	Carbon Transparency Report published
in July 2019

•	We donate all our old furniture
to be re-used
•	We fitted our new office with
recycled furniture
•	In September 2019, we extended our
sustainable travel incentive to include
our clients and encourage them to
travel by bike or foot to meetings in
our offices

•	Business travel – we minimise
flights, incentivise walking and
cycling, and measure and offset
travel that takes place
•	Our direct emissions are offset
through ClimateCare

• B Impact Assessment since 2015

•	Publicly declared a Climate Emergency
in September 2019
•	Business Declares signatory in
September 2019
•	One of 500 B Corps publicly committing
to climate action at COP25 in Madrid in
December 2019

•	Understanding the emissions that occur
in our supply chain

WHAT WE
ARE DOING
RIGHT NOW

•	Using our purchasing power to positively
select goods and services with a zero to
low carbon footprint
•	Ensuring our finance and investments are
supporting climate positive solutions
•	Working with organisations who are actively
committed to reducing carbon emissions
•	Helping our team to reduce their individual
carbon footprints inside and outside work
•	Raising our voice, starting conversations
and sharing our insights to inspire others
to take action

ACHIEVING NET ZERO OURSELVES

To achieve net zero by 2021, we must understand our carbon emissions more widely,
including through our supply chain. We will actively investigate how we can reduce
our carbon footprint across every area of our business, testing and piloting new
approaches wherever needed.

2020

March – our supplier screening includes
information about carbon emission
commitments and conversations have
started with all current and new suppliers

2021

March – offsetting is a last resort and we
understand the positive impacts that any
offsetting creates

2022

March – all our suppliers will have their
own net zero plan in place

December – we have a clear understanding
of our carbon footprint including across all
purchased goods and services, business
travel and investments

INSPIRING OUR CLIENTS

We will become a best practice, active partner with all our clients – talking privately
and publicly about being climate positive and sharing insights alongside our broader
work programmes, to help them cut their carbon emissions.

2020

April – start talking to all current and
future clients about being climate
positive, record the climate pledges they
make and seek to help them improve
their environmental performance

July – publish our second carbon
transparency report internally
and externally

2021

April – start tracking the positive
environmental impact our client
work creates

July – publish our third carbon
transparency report internally
and externally

2023

April – all our clients have made
public commitments to cutting their
carbon emissions

ENGAGING OUR COMMUNITY
We are a people-based business and our team is critical to success. As well as championing and
supporting our team to understand their own carbon footprint and how to minimise it, we will actively
involve ourselves with other change makers including the B Corp community to amplify best practice
and encourage change as quickly as possible.

2020

2021

April – agree a programme
of best practice sharing
with Business Declares,
B Corp and other partners

May – establish a clear
plan of sustainability
action with our landlord
and fellow tenants for
our office, The Loom

June – extend our existing
SWISH event and clothesshare initiative

March – each colleague
understands their own
carbon footprint, and
this is part of an on-going
induction programme
for new joiners

April – two colleagueled initiatives linked to
reducing a key emission
area have been identified
for the year ahead

September – expand
collaboration on climate
action beyond The Loom
to include the wider
business district around
our office

October – one colleagueled initiative linked to
reducing a key emission
area such as food and
transport has been
launched, with incentives
and opportunities to
nudge behaviour change
in and beyond work

PLAN SUMMARY

OUR COMMUNITY

OUR CLIENTS

OURSELVES

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

2022-23

From April 2023

Tracking and
minimising
emissions that
we are directly
in control of

Publish our first carbon
transparency report
Declare a climate emergency
Publish our Climate Positive Plan
Measure and offset carbon
emissions as outlined in ISO14001

Publish our carbon transparency
report
Understand our carbon footprint,
including our suppliers and other
relevant scope 3 emissions
Develop and published a plan
to reduce our carbon emissions
against the new baseline
Ensure our offsetting produces
measurable positive impact

Publish our carbon transparency
report
Achieve carbon neutrality based
on primary areas identified
Offset emissions using new approach
to ensure carbon neutrality

Publish our carbon transparency
report
Continue to reduce and offset
our carbon emissions as detailed
in the plan

Working with
suppliers who
are committed
to protecting the
environment

Update our supplier screening to
include information about their
carbon emissions
Start to build understand our
suppliers’ carbon commitments
and practices

Continue to review and work with
our suppliers, helping them to
develop commitments to cut carbon
emissions or selecting alternative
providers where necessary

Ensure all our suppliers have their
own net zero plan in place

Ensure all our suppliers have their
own net zero plan in place

Working in
partnership with
our clients to
minimise carbon
emissions

Inform our clients about our net
zero pledge
Extend our sustainable travel
policy to include our clients

Share our Climate Positive Plan
with our clients
Record the climate pledges that
our clients have made and actively
seek to help them improve their
performance

Record the climate pledges that
our clients have made and actively
seek to help them improve their
performance
Track the positive impacts our
work creates as part of our carbon
measurements

Record the climate pledges that
our clients have made and actively
seek to help them improve their
performance
Track the positive impacts our
work creates as part of our carbon
measurements

Only work with clients who
have publicly committed
to achieve net zero targets
before 2050
Track the positive impacts
our work creates as part of
our carbon measurements

Our team

Actively involve all our people in
generating our carbon positive
programme
Run a SWISH event and build an
clothes-share initiative to recycle
and reuse clothes

Help all our people to understand
their own carbon footprint, making
it part of on-going induction
programme for new starters
Extend the SWISH event and
clothes-share initiative to recycle
and reuse clothes
Run a second colleague-led initiative
linked to a key emission area

Run at least two colleague-led
initiatives linked to key emission
areas that we are tracking (e.g. food
and transport)

Run at least two colleague-led
initiatives linked to key emission
areas that we are tracking (e.g. food
and transport)

Ensure our updated plan is
led by colleagues

Where we work

Initiate action from our landlord,
working with other businesses in
The Loom

Continue to work with our landlord
and Loom tenants to reduce impacts

Continue to work with our landlord
and Loom tenants to reduce impacts
Expanding our actions across Aldgate
and the wider business community

Continue to work with our landlord
and Loom tenants to reduce impacts
Expanding our actions across Aldgate
and the wider business community

Review and develop
a refreshed plan with
partnership with others
in the area

Our Industry

Operate as a leading B Corporation,
pledging commitment to change as
part of the global community
Use our voice as a leading social
change agency to raise awareness
of the need for action from all

Share best practice and insights with
the B Corp community in order to
accelerate action
Use our voice as a leading social
change agency to raise awareness
of the need for action from all

Share best practice and insights with
the B Corp community in order to
accelerate action
Use our voice as a leading social
change agency to raise awareness
of the need for action from all

Share best practice and insights with
the B Corp community in order to
accelerate action
Use our voice as a leading social
change agency to raise awareness
of the need for action from all

Review and develop
a refreshed plan with
partnership with other B
Corps and communications
consultancies

Refresh and update our
plan to minimise carbon
emissions, publishing a
new one

JOIN US
For further information about our Climate Positive Plan or
working with Forster, please contact Amanda Powell-Smith
amanda@forster.co.uk
020 7403 2230

